Pick Heaters, Inc. provides customized fabricated heaters for applications that go beyond our standard model offerings.

- Fabricated Heaters with larger pipe sizes (up to 36” pipe) can accommodate higher liquid flow rates up to 25,000 gallons per minute.

- High pressure class (ANSI and DIN) ratings are available (up to class 1500 PSI flanges). ASME B31.3 construction is standard. Optional U-Code Stamp is available.

- Heaters can also be made in special alloys or materials, such as Hastelloy, Duplex 2205, Killed Carbon Steel, Inconel, Titanium, Alloy 20, etc.

- Pick Fabricated Heaters can be designed for various port locations to fit in-line or with 90° elbow configuration.

Learn more at www.pickheaters.com
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